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SIP Trunking – Why does it sound so complicated? 

Although SIP Trunking sounds like a solar system on Star Trek its underlying technology has been used in carrier 
networks like AT&T and Level 3 since the late 90s. These carriers have been using Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) in 
their IP cores to deliver voice applications around the world. 
 
Voice over IP (VoIP) phone system vendors have also been using SIP (Cisco originally used their proprietary SKINNY 
protocol) to deliver voice applications within the customer’s IP LAN which also rode the same network as the email and 
other mission critical business IP based applications. 
 
So we had the carriers using IP based voice in their cores and customers using IP based voice in their LANs; what about 
the network between these two networks? Up until about 2005 the only mechanism for bridging these two networks was 
to do a double IP to TDM translation. The first translation occurred at the carrier’s core IP to traditional Public Switched 
Telephone Network (PSTN) Point of Presence (POP) in local markets where it was then delivered via the PSTN over 
regular phone lines to the customer premise. The VoIP phone system vendors would then place TDM translation modules 
in their equipment to terminate these PSTN lines and covert back to IP. 
 
SIP Trunking has evolved to a definition which essentially removes this double translation and delivers voice as native IP 
every step of the way. Voice is digitized and passed as IP from the handset, over the LAN, over the WAN to the service 
provider, and onto the carrier’s backbone to be redelivered on the receiving end. 
 
Since dial tone in the original sense is delivered via IP there are two common methods for WAN delivery. The first and 
most common was some type of private IP WAN connection to the service provider primarily via multi protocol label 
switching (MPLS). MPLS has been historically the only choice for delivery as it inherently has the ability to prioritize voice 
applications on both ends of the connection. More recently IP based dial tone or SIP Trunks have been delivered over 
public internet connections as hardware vendors have developed methods for creating voice prioritization on both the 
outbound and inbound data flows. These vendors have essentially employed methods for “throttling” the internet provider 
to allow voice traffic which is often User Datagram Protocol (UDP) based to get priority over Transport Connection 
Protocol (TCP) based applications like email or internet browsing. 
 
SIP has delivered flexibility and clean migration from legacy systems as well. Most SIP Trunking providers offer native SIP 
which follows the example above where there is no TDM/IP translation. This platform is applicable to new IP PBXs which 
accept native SIP on their WAN interfaces. For legacy key systems or PBX systems, SIP Trunking providers have the 
ability to perform this IP to TDM translation at the customer’s premise before handing off to the key system or PBX. 
 
This all translates into voice becoming a “cloud” based service whereby customers merely need to obtain their internet 
pipe and then have the ability to choose which SIP Trunk provider will deliver their dial tone. This bodes well for those that 
believe the “hype” about cloud based services removing the complexity of IT from the customer’s responsibility. As we 
continue our march towards “cloud” based services for all mission critical business applications voice is well positioned to 
jump on the band wagon. 
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